Hamlet: Character Debate
Debate OnrHamlet's Sexual Identity
Position 1: an Oedipus complex
Position 2: a true lover
Position 3: private love versus public office
Debate Two-A Tragic Hero
Position 1: the tragic flaw
Position 2: atragedy of chance
Position 3 : irreconcilable opposites
Homework:

o

o
o
o

Read your assigned position as well as the two
positions you will be arguing against.

Then, collect 5-10 quotations from the play that support
your position.
After each quote write an explanation that shows how
the quote supports your position.
Freewrite your argument for ten minutes to gather your
thoughts.

Graded Discussion Rubric

(A)
Excellent membership in discussion
Varied, insightful, and focused comments
inororih understanding of the text(s), including the author's craft
Frequent and appropriate references to the text(s)
Evident preparation for the discussion
Balance oftime spent speaking and listening
& their contributions
al!51;;;;J;;'mmen[ ene&ivety directed toward other members
Respectful of all discussion members
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(B)
Effective membership in discussion
Varied, focused, and frequently insightful comments
Clear understanding ofthe text(s), including author's craft
Sufficient appropriate references to the te*(s)
Evident preparation for the discussion
Balance of time spent speaking and listening
q""tti"ni unO .omments dire&ed toward other members & their contributions
Respectful of all discussion members
Acceptable membershiD in discussion (c)
irrelevant
Graily fo",sed a.d sotetimes varied-comments although some may be
Understanding ofthe text(s) may be limited or unexpressed
Some referenles to the text(s); some may be inappropriate
Some evidence of preparation for the discussion
Time spent speaking and listening may not be balanced
many are independent
Some questions or iomments directed toward others, but
Usually respectful of other discussion members
(D-F)
Unacceptable membership in discussion
Few comments; irrelevant comments
Little or no evidence of understanding of the text(s)
F.* ot no references to the text(s); inappropriate references to the text(s)
Little or no evidence of preparation for the discussion
Lack of balance in time spent speaking and listening
Little or no attempt to engage others in the discussion
May be disrespectful of other discussion members
No Membershio in Discussion (no grade)
No participation in discussion
No evidence of preparation for discussion
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Ideas and activities

s

Harnlet's sexual identity

Hamlet: a tragic hero?

What is Hamlet's attitude towards the two women in the play? Some
productions have suggested that Hamlet is sexually obsessed by his
mother. Other productions imply that he truly loved Ophelia. Almost
every possibility about Hamlet's sexuality has been explored on stage,
on film and in print, as the following views suggest:

'Tragedy'is the conventional description of a play that portrays human
suffering and the decline and death of a hero or heroine. Traditionally
the hero (or heroine) was of high status, and the fall from grace
immense. But some modern tragedies, like Arthur Miller's Death of a
Salesman, have an ordinary person as their'tragic hero'. To help your
thinking about Hamlet's character, consider the following interpretations
of Hamlet as a tragic hero:

Oedipus complex? Hamlet is in love with his mother, and is
violently jealous of Claudius, his stepfather. This 'Oedipus complex'
makes him unable to have a loving relationship with Ophelia, rvhom he
treats badly. His hatred for Claudius is based on sexual jealousy, since
Claudius has not only usurped his father's crown, but also his mother's
bed.
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Tragic

puritan? Hamlet is severely puritanical about love and love-making.

He is appalled by what he sees as the lust that drives the relationship
between Claudius and Gertrude. His disgust at his mother's sexuality
makes him despise all women. Ophelia is a victim of this loathing as
Hamlet subjects her to virulent verbal abuse full of sexual innuendo.
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A true lozter? Hamlet genuinely loves Ophelia. He urges her to go to
a nunnery to escape the torturous, prison-like nature of love in the
world that Denmark represents. His harsh words cover his deep love
for her, and he is being 'cruel only to be kind'.
An imrnau.ue bo.y? Hamlet is unready for love. His sexual bantering
'lr.ith Polonius, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern is immature male
behaviour. He is unable to understand his moth-er's sexual life or to
appreciate Ophelia's innocent and more mature affection for him.
A split personality? Hamlet both loves and hates Ophelia, and
simultaneously admires and abhors his mother. His sexual feelings for
Ophelia and his mother fight against his other feelings. His reason
attempts to reconcile these sexual and emotional tensions, but thought
itself makes him unable to act.
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Hamlet's sexual confusion arises not
as prince of Denmark. He
may not 'choose for himself in marriage but must think first of his
responsibility to the country.
Priztate loae oersus public

ffice?

from his personality but from his position

Find two or more quotations from the script to support each of the
above viewpoints. Arrange the six interpretations in order of
reasonableness to you, using the evidence in the play.

flaw? The

hero's downfall is caused by a 'tragic flaw' or

blemish in character. Hamlet's weakness may be that he 'thinks too
much' and cannot make up his mind. The resulting inaction leads to
his death. But Hamlet's 'tragic flaw' ('vicious mole in nature' Act I
Scene 4, line24) may be some other feature in his character responsible
for his downfall.

A trogedy offate? The hero

has no real control over his destiny. Once
the spring of Hamlet's tragic narrative is released, it unwinds inevitably
towards its conclusion: the death of Hamlet. His fate is predetermined.

As Hamlet says, 'There's a divinity that shapes our ends . . . '
q'

A tragedy of chance? Accident and bad luck determine the fate of the
hero. The unplanned chance encounter with the pirate ship, for
example, brings Hamlet back to Denmark. Hamlet accidentally kills
Polonius. The tragic hero is the victim of random uncertainty.
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Irreconcilable opposites? The hero's character comprises irreconcilable
sets of forces. Hamlet's mind and feelings are filled with such tensions:
reason battles with passion; love is contrasted with lust; action is
inhibited by thought. Hamlet struggles with a wish to die and an urge
to live. Harnlet can be read as the tragedy of a man trapped between

such contraries.
as paragon? The tragic hero has an excess of virtues' This
nineteenth century Romantic view of Hamlet as a Renaissance prince
suggests that he is more noble and refined than ordinary people, and
that his nobility and purity carry the seeds of their own destruction.
Hamlet cannot live in the world because he is too 'good' for it. His
sensitivity and noble qualities lead to his downfall.

Hero

Find evidence (quotations or actions in the play) to support

each

ofthe

above viewpoints. Decide which interpretation you favour most. Then

write your own view of Hamlet

as a tragic hero.
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